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Paying attention to engine
additives can pay dividends
the long run. Lucas Oil

elaborates.
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WHAT MATTERS
leet engineers know the value of
top-quality engine oils. High
specification oils are known to

achieve greater engine reliability, whilst
increasing protection against internal
component wear. Due to this improvement
in engine care, better fuel economy is
realised and operational life is extended,
which has a knock-on effect and means
maintenance costs are kept low.

However, the added value that engine
additives deliver is not so clearly
understood. This is especially true when
circumstances change. A drop in external
temperatures and unexpected downtime
are factors that can contribute to'dry
starts'. These dry starts can occur when
vehicle inactivity increases the amount of
oil draining down into the sump. Equally,
cold weather may prevent the oil from
circulating efficiently. In both situations,
this exposes the internal engine
components to damage at the restart; at
engine turnover.

Extended lay-ups mean that even
vehicles running on the highest
specifications can experience these

problems. Lucas Oil
Hear,y Duty
Stabiliser is
designed to
prevent dry starts
by leavine behind a
protective film after
the oil has been
drained.
Compatible with
any brand or grade,
it's a popular
choice in engines
old or new, says the company.

"Engine additives are not just for older
vehicles at MOT time, to get them through
the test. They provide long term
protection in new vehicles," says Dan
Morgan, Product Manager at Lucas Oil
Products (JK).

He points out that Lucas Oil Hear,y Duty
Stabiliser has a remedial value, too. It can
also provide a solution for engines that
burn excessive amounts of oil. "lt combats
smoking engines, prevents dry starts,
extends oil life and protects the engine for
longer. That's why it's the biggest selling
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